In the original random walk algorithm, a walker is placed onto a given node in a 1 1 1 network, and it can move from one node to another as long as there is an edge connecting 1 1 2 them. The algorithm was adjusted in a way similar to topic-sensitive PageRank 1 1 3 (Haveliwala 2002) , by weighing the re-start parameter of the random walker towards 1 1 4 nodes that are important for a given patient population. This modified version of PageRank can be applied to any patient cohort. To demonstrate that these vectors capture biologically meaningful information, PSEVs for both the phenotypic and mechanistic manifestation of obesity. However, only the top-1 2 2 level (phenotypic) information (i.e. BMI category) is captured in the EHRs. We 1 2 3 hypothesized that by using this method it would be possible to integrate mechanistic and 1 2 4 biological level data. When examining the distribution of BMIs across the UCSF patient population 1 2 6 four groups are clearly distinguishable. Though these four groups align well with the 1 2 7 standard categories, patients were separated in unbiased manner using k-means clustering 1 2 8 in order to keep the algorithm blind to these pre-assigned classes ( Figure 1A ). Therefore, 1 2 9 patient cohorts can be created without a priori knowledge of the standard classes. Figure   1 3 0 1B illustrates the modified PageRank algorithm using patients in the high BMI cohort 1 3 1 (BMI > 34). First, the records from all 73,237 patients in the high BMI cohort were or laboratory result that is present in both that patient's record and SPOKE. Third, a 1 3 5 random walker is initialized and allowed to randomly jump back to the patient population 1 3 6 with probability β (optimized β =0.1). Each iteration results in a rank vector that reflects between the previous and current rank vector is less than some threshold (alpha=1E-3), EHRs will determine how much water is allowed to flow through the type 2 diabetes SEP an almost steady state, differential water flow will highlight intersections of pipes ., 2016), and DOAF (Xu et al., 2012) . DG networks were generated using However, significant heterogeneity is seen even across the best hospitals on what "best 3 4 0 course of action" means for a given patient, resulting in poor consistency, a labyrinth of 3 4 1 solutions, and ultimately lack of evidence-based medicine. Since it is naturally
impossible for a single person to retain and recall all the necessary and relevant 3 4 3
information, an efficient manner to incorporate this knowledge into the health care 3 4 4 system is needed. We argue that since PSEVs can be created for any code or concept in 3 4 5
the EHRs it is possible they could provide such solution. Using PSEVs we were able to step to bridging the divide between basic science and patient data. Our method for the integration of EHRs and a comprehensive biomedical
knowledge network is based on random walk. Random walk has been applied to a wide , 2008; Valentini et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) . Additionally, random walk SideEffect-Anatomy edges we proved PSEVs could find SPOKE-level relationships.
These tests served as our proof of principle that PSEVs can learn multiple types of new EHRs. Similarly, though it is possible to identify these phenotypic traits using a statistical 3 7 7
analysis of a single cohort, the benefit to using PSEVs is that these traits are identified in With implementation of some of these features, we anticipate that PSEVs or similar 3 9 0 methods will constitute a critical tool in advancing precision medicine. Electronic Health Records were translated to Disease Ontology identifiers (Schriml et al., 2012; Kibbe et al., 2015) .
2 9
Since this relationship was used to select the patient cohort, we manually curated the First, we initialized a n x n SEP transition matrix (where n = the number of SEPs) In addition to looking at Disease-Disease relationships, we examined the ability 4 9 2 of PSEVs to rank the Disease-ASSOCIATES_DaG-Gene relationships from SPOKE.
9 3
The Disease-ASSOCIATES_DaG-Gene edges (n=12,623) in SPOKE come from four After z-score normalizing the PSEV matrix, within each Disease PSEV, Genes 4 9 8
were ranked 1 to 5,392 or 20,945 when using only Genes that are associated with at least and the Gene elements that are associated with at least one Disease in SPOKE (m=137, 5 1 0 n=5,392). This was then used as input into the seaborn clustermap package in python 5 1 1 with the settings method='average' and metric='euclidean'. Shortest paths between SEP to target nodes.
1 4
To understand how the PSEVs were able to recover deleted relationships we 5 1 5
traced from the target node back to the contributions of each SEP. To achieve this, we z-
score normalized the original SEP transition matrix used to calculate the PSEVs. Then we 5 1 7 created a SPOKE only PSEV matrix (PSEV SPOKE-only ) that forces the random walker to individual SEP to any of the downstream nodes. We then took the product of a given 5 2 3
Disease or Compound transposed vector from the SEP transition matrix with the 5 2 4
PSEV SPOKE-only to generate contributions of each SEP to the target node. The most 5 2 5
important SEP were selected if they were in the top 0.1 percentile of contributors. We 5 2 6
then found the shortest paths between the important SEPs and the target node. Disease-RESEMBLES_DrD-Disease edges could be inferred directly from the PSEV Diseases in SPOKE) in each Disease PSEV were ranked such that the one ranked 1 5 4 0
would denote the most similar to a given Disease. All PSEV matrices were evaluated We next used PSEV to create a Disease-Disease network (DD PSEV ) as we did the 5 4 5
Disease-Gene networks and used a similar strategy to build background networks as were then evaluated by the number of edges they shared with the Disease-RESEMBLES_ 5 4 9
Disease_(DrD)-network from SPOKE (DD SPOKE ). The RESEMBLES_DrD edges in 5 5 0 SPOKE were created using the most statistically significant MEDLINE term co- Hypertension. This flow of information makes Hypertension a top ranked Disease for 5 7 3
Type 2 Diabetes. Further, this pattern of information flow, particularly through Anatomy
and Symptom nodes, is very conserved in the shortest paths between Disease pairs. The three random Compound PSEV matrices were derived in the same way as the calculation. All random PSEV matrices were then z-score normalized. Inferring Compound-Protein binding partners using EHR embeddings. whether the molecular targets of a given compound were ranked higher in that 5 9 5
Compound's PSEV. To test this we used the Compound-BINDS_CbG-Gene edges in Though this method of evaluation is very similar to the previous methods, it 6 0 0 differed in that we selected a fixed number of top K ranked nodes to select from each 6 0 1
Compound PSEV (K=150). The decision to choose a fixed K was based on the fact that Gene is through proportion of patients on a given Compound that have been diagnosed 6 0 7
with a Disease that is related to the target Gene ( Supplementary Fig 3C) . This is values of Diseases that are related to the target Gene for a given Compound. We then plot 6 1 0 the aggregated z-scores against rank to find the point in which the aggregated z-scores 6 1 1 reaches zero (K=150; Supplementary Fig 3C) .
Interestingly, we found that the most significant negative information flow (right 6 1 3 end of the plot) was associated with the worst ranked Genes and often corresponded to al. 2014; Supplementary Fig 3A) . However, Tolmetin is contraindicated for hypertension 6 1 7
because it increases the risk of adverse cardiovascular events. As a result, within the 6 1 8
population of patients that were prescribed Tolmetin, the number of patients that were 6 1 9 also diagnosed with hypertension was fewer than expected. This causes negative 6 2 0 information flow through PTGS1 in the Tolmetin PSEV. We then compared the number of overlapping edges between the CG SPOKE , a Compound- and 6.9x more edges than the three random networks ( Supplementary Fig. 3B ) and when retraced the shortest paths between significant SEPs and the target Gene.
Ursodeoxycholic acid is a cholesterol-lowering medication that can also be used to EHRs from patients prescribed Ursodeoxycholic acid guide the flow of information to To elucidate how the benchmark PSEVs could infer whether two compounds 6 7 8
were similar, we again found the shortest paths between the important SEPs and target 6 7 9
(Compound) node. We found that in order to connect Compounds, the random walker 6 8 0 usually followed one of two path patterns. In one pattern, the information from the patient First, we used z-score to normalize the PSEV matrix. Then we transposed the To create a random PSEV T matrix, the normalized benchmark PSEV T was 7 1 9
shuffled using the Fisher-Yates method to randomly permute the rows of the matrix. The Anatomy-SideEffect pairs and ranked from 1 to 699,745 in the same way as the 7 2 2 benchmark matrix. Overlapping Anatomy-SideEffect Links 7 2 5
Benchmark and random Anatomy-SideEffect networks were created using the top accordingly. Supplementary Figure 5 shows the overlapping counts and fraction between First, we needed to find the nodes that contributed most weight to the similarity of 7 3 5
the SideEffect-Anatomy pair. Since we used cosine similarity, which is equivalent to the 7 3 6 dot product of two unit vectors, we simply multiplied the SideEffect and Anatomy Although it is natural to draw a connection between drug side effects and the 7 4 4 anatomies they affect (e.g. a headache must somehow relate to the brain), SideEffect and Anatomy nodes are not directly connected in SPOKE. In fact, in order to get from a 7 4 6
SideEffect to an Anatomy node one must traverse a minimum of three edges. As a result, (SeA PSEV ). These relationships were also tested against a random network (SeA RANDOM ) 7 5 5 that was generated by permuting each PSEV, as in the DD RANDOM networks 7 5 6 (Supplementary Figure 5) . In the first interval (k=1000), we observed 18.1 times more overlapping edges 7 5 8 than expected by chance ( Supplementary Figure 5C insert; binomial p value = 9.7E-251). By accurately ranking the relationships between SideEffect and Anatomy nodes, we 7 6 0 further demonstrate that PSEVs are a valid strategy to infer missing links in SPOKE. This 7 6 1 result is even more consequential given that SideEffect and Anatomy nodes are far away 7 6 2 in SPOKE.
6 3
Similar to before when we found the shortest paths between SEPs and the target 7 6 4 node to understand how deleted edges where recovered, we wanted to find the paths that 7 6 5 enabled us to learn relationships between SideEffect and Anatomy nodes. To achieve this, 7 6 6
we found the nodes in the transposed PSEVs that contributed the most to the SideEffect 7 6 7
and Anatomy similarity. We then looked at the shortest paths between those nodes and part of the brain that is involved in emotions, arousal, attention, and stress response the LC ( Supplementary Fig 5D) . Similarly, Supplementary Figure 5E ( Supplementary Fig. 5F ). This connection is centered on a set of genes that are associated We thank Sourav Bandyopadhyay, Riley Bove, Jeffrey Gelfand, Sharat Israni, and Keith 7 9 0
Yamamoto for helpful discussions. Partial support for this work was provided by grants or implementation of this study. Additionally, we would like to thank Achievement Endowed Chair of Neurology at UCSF. and gene expression measurements to identify genetic markers of maturation." Public Access, 2008. Challenges." Frontiers in physiology 8 (2017). wide scan to discover gene-disease associations." Bioinformatics 26.9 (2010): prediction: a data integration approach to prioritize disease-associated genes." 79re1. metabolism. Nucleic Acids Research 42:D1091-D1097. web." (1999). 1-25.5, 25.6-34.2, and >34.2) . Arrows at the bottom correspond to the BMIs that separate the standardize weight classes. (b)
Step 1: find the overlapping concepts between SPOKE and the patient data (EHRs). These are called SPOKE Entry Points (SEPs).
Step 2: choose any code or concept in the EHR to make cohort. Here we have chosen patients with a high BMI (Cohort IV). Then connect each patient in the cohort to all of the SEPs in their records.
Step 3: perform PageRank such that the walker restarts in the patient cohort. Iterate until desired threshold is reached.
Step 4: final node ranks are then used to create the weights in the Propagated SPOKE Entry Vector (PSEV).
Underweight Normal
Overweight Obese TPT1  TMSB4X   NGFR  MYH14  NEFH  MAG  NEFM  GAP43  CNTF  TMTC1  GYPC  POU4F1  P2RX3  TRPM8  PRNP  BCS1L  NTF3  PMP22  TACR1  TRPV1  GHRL  RARS  TRPA1   MLN  TRH  NTS  PYY  CCKAR  CCL28  CHN1  EPYC  COL10A1   A1BG  MIA  COL22A1  ADAMTS3   CILP  MATN3  MATN1  ARL5B  HAPLN1  COL27A1  CLSTN2   SOX9  BMP4  CWC22  PLCB4  OMD  TMEM54  SATB2  FANCL  ALX3  NANS  MSX1  PAX9  NHLH1  TBX22  KMT2D  CLPTM1   PTER  CLPTM1L   PVRL1  IRF6  TSHR  DGCR14  HOXA2   IBSP  ACP5  CD79A   IL5  DNAH11  RNASE3  BPIFA1  FGF3  POU3F4  IL1RAPL1  CALHM1  COL9A3  DCXR  CLU  CSHL1  ICAM5  ARL11  C11orf45  GSDMA  TMPRSS11A   GRIK2  CHRNA4  CHRNB3  HTR1D  HTR1B   KL  GJB3  AMER1  NELL1  SLC25A16   PITX1  MRAS  SLC4A10   IAPP  TH  SLC6A1  GAD1  GAD2  SACS  SIX3  SYP  RELN  OLIG2  EOMES  RLN3  ATXN2  ATXN3  GRIA4  GRIK1  PVALB  GRM1  GJD2  PRND  HAS2  PDPN  MATR3  MUC7  HTN1  GALP  OLIG3  MAML2  SLC26A4   PAX6  PTPRR  KCNQ1  CRLF1  MYO1E  SHC4  GJB6  KCNJ10   GJB2  CDIPT  VANGL2   HES5  ATOH1  MYO7A  FOXI1  KCNQ4  SLC26A5   MYO6  PLXNA2  CCKBR  GAST  PPY  CCK  CALB2  GRP  DBH  NPS  UCHL1  CALB1   VIP  GAL  CHAT  MAP2  FLII  SOX10  SGCB  H1F0  CRHR1  HCRT  CRH  PNMT  UCP1  SLC18A3 count (B) , and fold change (C) of overlapping edges MEDLINE Anatomy-SideEffect network and PSEV Anatomy-SideEffect network (blue) or random PSEV Anatomy-SideEffect network (red) for different thresholds of PSEV disease similarity. A-C Are shown in 5% similarity intervals of ranked nodes starting with the most similar 5% left and all nodes (100%) right. The inserts in A-C focus on the top 0.14-1.6% of ranked nodes. D-F Examples shortest paths connecting the nodes that contribute the most to the Anatomy-SideEffect similarity to the target SideEffect and Anatomy nodes.
BMI Category Number of Genes found in GWAS

